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Your expert in
power system operation

Backed by two major transmission system operators
Elia Grid International embodies the
international ambitions of the Elia Group.
By offering consultancy and engineering services to the
international energy market, Elia Grid International develops
power system projects for third parties and considers investment opportunities in foreign electricity systems.
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Internationally renowned
experts

Key Figures Elia Group

Elia Grid International can rely on a team of internationally
renowned experts with the know-how and expertise to meet the
highest standards in the power system business.
The unique international cooperation between its parent companies, Elia and 50Hertz, gives Elia Grid International a direct and
privileged view on the best practices in the TSO business, par-
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operated in Belgium
and Germany

employees

ticularly as these are constantly being challenged by day-to-day
operational challenges.
In addition to establishing best practices, Elia Grid International’s
experts also develop innovative tools and protocols to help clients
create a modern power system and give them the support they
need in forecasting the impact of such a design. The objective is
to achieve a more cost-effective and reliable exploitation of the
client’s existing and future assets.
Elia Grid International develops its projects independently or in
association with other renowned international partners.

An Elia Group company
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experienced
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As a wholly owned subsidiary (50/50) of Elia Transmission in
Belgium and 50Hertz Transmission in Germany, Elia Grid Interna
tional combines the quality and expertise of two large European
electricity transmission system operators, each with a solid trackrecord and many decades of experience.
www.eliagroup.eu
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Powering a world in progress
As part of the Elia Group, Elia Grid International offers a wide-ranging knowledge-base and international expertise.
The many successful projects currently being developed and implemented by the Elia Group around the world illustrate that Elia Grid
International can deliver services at the very highest level.
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Advice on offshore
wind power integration and HVDC

Leading the development of a governance model
for the pan-European
Electricity Highway
System (EHS)

Services to support
the development
of the West African
Power Pool (WAPP),
training for substation operators

Advice on asset
management, grid
operations, RES
integration, unbundling and promotion of electricity
markets

Advice on the Transmission Grid Code
review and review of
the electrotechnical
safety organisation
and installations

Advice on
deregulation
processes

Domains of expertise
• Asset management
• System operations
• Grid development & network studies
• Owner’s engineering
• Electricity markets and deregulation process development
• Renewable energy integration
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Asset Management

For a reliable & efficient electrical grid

Scope
Asset Management is a set of systematic and coordinated activities and practices that improve the performance and quality
of the electrical grid. Asset Management ensures that the grid operator manages its critical infrastructure in a cost-effective
manner by optimally managing the assets over their whole life cycle.
Over the coming decade, the practice of Asset Management will evolve to respond to the many challenges facing us. These
include: keeping pace with a changing energy mix, taking steps to meet the ambitious objectives of integrating renewables
while ensuring grid security and reliability and integrating DC electricity highways into the AC meshed grid.
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Elia Grid
International’s
expertise
in Asset
Management
Asset Management
... is about improving the quality, safety and performance of an electrical grid’s assets
... is key to guaranteeing a highly reliable and efficient electrical grid
... optimises the decision-making process by balancing costs, performance and risks over the whole life cycle of an asset
... c
 overs the entire life cycle of an asset from planning and concept, over construction and commissioning to maintenance,
operation and decommissioning
... is about aligning the day to day activities performed on the field with the company’s mission, vision and strategy

Direct impact of
Asset Management

International standard
for Asset Management

Elia Grid International has developed a holistic approach that

PAS-55 / ISO-55000 is the current standard for Asset Manage-

combines long-term planning and strategies with practical proce-

ment and aims to improve the management of strategic infra-

dures and working methods that directly impact and improve the

structure by aligning the company’s vision with its technical

day-to-day activities of an electrical grid.

activities in the field, managing the equipment throughout their life
cycle and identifying and controlling risks.

Elia Grid International’s approach focuses on the whole life cycle
of all assets owned by the client and aims to increase the reliability

Successful companies like the TSOs from the Elia Group,

throughout this life cycle, enhance quality, support continuous

immediately understood that an optimized management of their

improvement and create a clear link between a company’s vision

assets is vital to operational performance and profitability. Thanks

and mission and day to day activities performed on a grid.

to the experience within its parent companies, experts from
Elia Grid International have the competence to help implement

Elia Grid International also supports its clients during the

the PAS-55 / ISO-55000 standard inside its client’s operational

assessment and due diligence phase of asset construction or

organization.

project acquisition.
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Reference project
National Grid SA
Client: National Grid SA
Country: Saudi Arabia
Project: SAMI
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Identify
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The SAMI-project is part of an improvement program within National Grid SA and its parent company Saudi Electricity
Company (SEC) aiming at improve all activities that are related to the
power business. SAMI stands for Strategic Asset Management Imple-
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mentation and focusses on the implementation of sustainable Asset
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Procure

(TAG)

Management within National Grid SA.
During this journey towards Asset Management excellence,
National Grid SA is collaborating with experts from Elia Grid
International.
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www.eliagrid-int.com

Contact
Elia Grid International
Rue Joseph Stevens 7
Joseph Stevensstraat

Eichenstraße 3A

1000 Brussels - Belgium

12435 Berlin - Germany

T+ 32 2 204 38 11

T+49 (0)30 5150-0

info@eliagrid-int.com
www.eliagrid-int.com

An Elia Group company
Elia System Operator S.A./N.V.

50Hertz Transmission GmbH

Boulevard de l’Empereur 20 Keizerlaan

Eichenstraße 3A

1000 Brussels - Belgium

12435 Berlin - Germany

T+32 2 546 70 11

T+49 (0)30 5150-0

www.elia.be

www.50hertz.com

